000 ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
Organization includes the legal status, organizational structure, charters, functions, missions, tasks, responsibilities, and terms of reference for organizations of the United States Government, Departments and Agencies of DOD, OJCS, the Unified and Specified commands, and NATO. Management and administration includes single manager, executive agency, and lead agent; inspections; coordination between organizations; information technology; administrative services and office space; records management; agendas and minutes of conferences and meetings; trips and visits; histories; reporting and reports; printing; distribution; action assignment and control; public affairs; and legal issues.

100 MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL
Category includes military and civilian manning documents, position descriptions, tables of distribution; dependents; VIPs; casualties; prisoners of war; morale; awards; decorations, welfare; policies and programs; surveys; Reserves; Selective Service, military education and military colleges; pay, key positions, and training.

200 INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY
Intelligence subsection covers all facets of intelligence-collection, analysis, dissemination and reporting—to include: plans, reports, requirements, threats, COMINT, SIGINT, ELINT, counterintelligence and sabotage; enemy intelligence, capabilities, plans, order of battle; operations; estimates; management and control of all intelligence resources, activities and facilities; defense attaché system; mapping, charting and geodesy; surveillance; photography; and oceanography. Security includes physical and internal security, classified document control and security; security classification and declassification, and disclosure of classified information; communication security; ADP/computer Security.

300 OPERATIONS, DEFENSE, AND FORCES
This category includes all types of operations, defense tactics, forces; warfare; operations plans and contingency plans; civil defense; reconstitution; readiness of forces; special operations, low intensity conflict; force deployments; exercises; testing; war gaming; counterinsurgency; targeting; SIOP; alerts; command and control; reconnaissance, environmental services and meteorology; National Military Command System (NMCS).

400 LOGISTICS, BASES, AND SERVICES
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Logistics includes logistics plans and policies; supplies; equipment; weapons and weapons systems; munitions; construction; transportation; medicine and health services; bases, facilities and installations; mobility; research and development; international and foreign logistics matters; Military and Security Assistance Programs; production; procurement; natural resources; and repair.

500 PLANS, POLICY, AND BUDGET
Plans and policies includes DOD, JS, and NATO plans, planning and programs, national security and defense policies, Five Year Defense Program, Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan, JSFP, Joint Strategic Objectives Plan, Joint Long Range Strategic Study, Joint Research and Development Objectives Document, military strategy studies, foreign policy, international relationships, budget and financial matters, technology exchange, and terrorism.

600 COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS
Communications includes plans, policies, and guidance in the field of communications; communications equipment, facilities, networks, frequencies, systems; National and Defense Communications Systems; telecommunications; data links; NAVCCT. Electronics includes navigation, air traffic control, electronic warfare, electronic countermeasures, radar/sonar, deception, data processing, electronically transmitted messages and message systems.

700 NUCLEAR, DISARMAMENT AND SPACE
Nuclear subsection includes nuclear/atomic matters, warfare, equipment, nuclear weapons systems, safeguards and security, release of nuclear weapons; peaceful uses of atomic energy. Space includes the areas of outer space, satellites, and the Strategic Defense Initiative. Disarmament includes all matters pertaining to arms control, disarmament, strategic arms limitation talks, confidence building measures, and arms reduction.

800 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND COMMANDS
International organizations and commands, international Committees, and delegations. (e.g. ANZUS, CENTO, IADB, NATO, NORAD, OAS, PJB, SEATO, SACEUR, SACLANT and UN).

820 COUNTRIES AND REGIONS OF THE WORLD
Countries and regions of the world, continents, oceans, islands, and the major regions are listed in numerical order. Countries are listed alphabetically in Section D.
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000 ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

000 ORGANIZATION
(Includes Functions, Tasks, Missions and Charter)

001 President of the United States and Executive Office of the President, White House, and National Security Council (NSC); Homeland Security Council (HSC)

001.1 Office of Management and Budget (OMB) (previously used for Joint National Security Memos (JNSM)) (Hot Box)

001.2 Department of Homeland Security (HLS); (prior to Feb 2003, was Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)—now 005)

001.3 Office of National Drug Control Policy

001.4 National Intelligence Director (NID); National Counterterrorism Center, Terrorist Threat Integration Center

002 Congress of the United States (US Senate and House of Representatives)

003 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

004 State Department (includes Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) and US Information Agency (USIA))

005 Departments and Agencies of the US Government; Department of Justice (FBI, DEA, INS), Department of Treasury (ATF); EPA; OPM; FEMA; Also independent Federal agencies established by Acts of Congress such as the Assassination Records Review Board. NOTE: CIA, State Department, Department of Defense (DOD), Departments of Army, Navy and Air Force have assigned individual numbers

006 NATO HQs, Committees, Councils (NAC), Staffs Atlantic Partnership Council (APC), Europe-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC), North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC), Defense Planning Committee, Nuclear Planning Committee

007 NATO Commands, (ACE, ACLANT, ACCHAN/AFNORTHWEST) Regional Planning Groups, i.e. Canada US (CUSPRG) 007/979

008 NATO Agencies, Organizations and Centers (includes, AGARD, STC, NADEFCOL, SACLANT ASW Research Center, etc.)

010 DEFENSE DEPARTMENT (DOD)
(Secretary of Defense, Deputy, Under and Assistant Secretaries, General Counsel, Inspector General) (For 2/7/2008)
DOD Field Activities, use 038, 039; for Defense Agencies reporting to SECDEF/ CJCS, use 032)

011 Department of the Army and United States Army
(Secretary of the Army, Chief of Staff US Army and Army organizations and agencies, i.e. National Guard Bureau)

012 Department of the Navy and United States Navy
(Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations and Navy organizations and agencies)

013 Commandant of the United States Marine Corps
(Marine Corps organizations and Agencies)

014 Commandant of the United States Coast Guard
(Coast Guard Organization)

015 Department of the Air Force and United States Air Force (Secretary of the Air Force, Chief of Staff US Air Force and Air Force organizations and agencies)

020 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF, OPERATIONS DEPUTIES AND THE ORGANIZATION OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

021 Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), (Office of the CJCS and CJCS Special Studies Group)

021.1 Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (VCJCS)

021.2 Assistant to the Chairman

021.3 Assistant to the Chairman, National Guard/Reserve Affairs

022 Director, Joint Staff (DJS) and the Joint Staff (Includes the Vice DJS)

023 Secretary, Joint Staff (SJS) and the Joint Secretariat, Actions Division, Information Management Division

024 Directorate of Management (DOM) (formerly Directorate for Information Resource Management (DIRM)), includes Secretary, Joint Staff (SJS), JS Comptroller, JS Support Services Office (JSSSO), Joint Staff Security Office (JSSO), and Deputy Chief Information Office (DCIO) (formerly JS Information Resource Management Office, JSIRMO)

025 J-1 Manpower and Personnel Directorate

025.1 J-2 Intelligence Directorate

026 J-3 Operations Directorate

027 J-4 Logistics Directorate
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028  J-5 Strategic Plans and Policy Directorate

029  J-6 Command, Control, Communications and Computer System Directorate (formerly Command, Control and Communications Systems (CSS) Directorate)

029.1  J-7 Operational Plans and Interoperability Directorate

029.2  J-8 Force Structure, Resources, and Assessment Directorate

030  JOINT AGENCIES AND SPECIAL ASSISTANTS - Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff (JSTPS) (under USSTRATCOM), Nuclear Support Staff (NSS) (under USSTRATCOM), Joint Deployment Agency (JDA), Joint Electric Warfare Center (JEWC), Joint Special Operations Agency (JSOA) and Center (JSOC) (dissestablished in 1989), (all J-3); Joint Spectrum Center (formerly Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) (J-6), Joint Doctrine Center (J-7); Joint Warfighter Center (JWFC), Joint Communications Support Element (JCSE), Joint Command and Control Warfare Center (JC2WC), Joint Battle Center (JBC), and Joint Warfighting Analysis Center (JWAC) transferred to USACOM (now USJFCOM) by CJCS MSG 0113505z Dec 97

031  Special Assistants to the Joint Chiefs of Staff Assistant to the Chairman for Strategic Arms Negotiations (ACSAN) (Functions to J-5)

Studies, Analysis and Gaming Agency (SAGA)
(SAGA renamed Joint Analysis Directorate (JAD) and then J-8 Force Structure Resources and Assessment Directorate)

Strategic Plans and Resources Analysis Agency (SPRAA)
*Joint Command and Control Requirements Group (JCCRG)
*Joint War Games Agency (JWGA)
(First SAGA, then JAD)
*Special Assistant for Arms Control (SAAC)
(Functions to J-5)
*Special Assistant for Counterinsurgency & Special Activities (SACSA). Also known as DOCSA, then functions transferred to J-3)
*Special Assistant for Strategic Mobility (SASM)
(Functions to J-4)
*Special Assistant for Environment Services (SAES)
(function to J-3)
*Special Assistant for Military Assistance Affairs (SAMAA) (Functions to J-5)

*Above agencies of JCS were dissestablished and functions transferred to other agencies of the JCS as noted.

032  Defense Agencies reporting to Secretary of Defense/JCS:
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
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Defense Commissary Agency (DECA)
Defense Communications Agency (DCA)
Defense Contract Management Agency
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) (formerly
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA)
Defense Special Weapons Agency (formerly Defense Nuclear
Agency (DNA))
Defense Supply Agency (DSA) (see DLA)
Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA)
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGIA) (formerly
National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) and Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA))
National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)
National Security Agency/Central Security Service
(NSA/CSS)

033
Weapons Systems Evaluation Group (WSEG), and Institute
for Defense Analyses (IDA), RAND, and other Think Tanks

034
Joint Colleges, including National Defense University
(NDU); Armed Forces Staff College (AFSC); Industrial
College of the Armed Forces (ICAF); National War College
(NWC)

034.1
Service Schools and Academies-US Naval Academy, US
Military Academy West Point, US Air Force Academy etc.

035
Joint Boards, Committees, Councils and Groups, including:
Business Initiative Council
Council on Foreign Relations
Defense Systems Affordability Council
DACOWITS
Defense Resources Board (DRB)
Defense Science Board (DSB)
Joint Civil Affairs Committee (JCAC)
Joint Intelligence Estimate Office (JIEO)
Joint Materiel Priorities and Allocation Board (JMPAB)
Joint Military Education Committee (JMEC)
Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC)
Joint Staff Technology Working Group
Joint Transportation Board (JTB)
Military Communications-Electronics Board (MCEB)
Nuclear Weapons Council
Overseas Presence Advisory Panel
Senior Readiness Oversight Council (SROC)

036
Joint Task Forces (JTF) Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force
(RDJTF) and CTF, CJTF; Charter for Counterterrorist
Joint Task Force (held in J-3); for Joint Task Force for
Computer Network Defense (JTF/CND), use 036/272;
Standing Joint Forces Headquarters (SJJFHQ) 036/364
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Military Assistance Advisory Groups (MAAG) and Joint United States Military Advisory Group (JUSMAG), Military Missions and Technical Groups (Use e.g., 902/037 (date) for specific country); for Manpower, use 129

DOD Field Activities - Armed Forces Services (general) and as follows: Armed Forces Broadcast Service (AFBS), Armed Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS), American Forces Information Service (AFIS), Armed Forces Courier Service (AFCOS) and others

Washington Headquarters Service (Defense Security Service (DSS), formerly Defense Investigative Service (DIS))

UNIFIED AND SPECIFIED COMMANDS, SUBORDINATE COMMANDS AND THE UNIFIED COMMAND PLAN (UCP); for Combatant Commanders' (COCOM's) Quarterly Reports, use COCOM/055

US Space Command (USSPACECOM and CINCSPACE); Subordinate commands/agencies; Disestablished 01 Oct 2002 and functions transferred to USSTRATCOM (047.5)

US Northern Command (NORTHCOM and CDRUSNORTHCOM); Subordinate command/agencies; For NORAD, see 030; (prior to March 2002, used for Alaskan Command (ALCOM and CINCAL); ALCOM disestablished 1 July 1975)

Atlantic Command (LANTCOM and CDRUSLANT); Subordinate commands/agencies including COMUSUSFORAZORES

Continental Air Defense Command (ADCOM and CINCAD); Subordinate commands/agencies; Changed to Air Defense Command, CINCAD) effective 1 July 1975; Command disestablished 19 Dec 1986

US European Command (USEUCOM and CDRUSEUCOM); Subordinate commands/agencies

US Pacific Command (PACOM and CDRUSPACOM); Subordinate commands/agencies, includes US Forces Korea (USFK), US Forces Japan (USFJ), and Alaska Command (COMALCOM); Also Joint Task Force-Full Accounting, Joint Interagency Task Force-West (JIATF-West), and Asia Pacific Center for Security Studies (APCSS)

US Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM and CDRUSOUTH); Subordinate commands/agencies, includes Joint Task Force-Bravo and Joint Interagency Task Force-East (JIATF-East)

US Readiness Command (USREDCOM and USCINCREDE), Subordinate commands/agencies; Middle East, Southern Asia, and Africa South of Sahara (USCINCEAFSA)
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(Redesignated from CINCSFRIKE/MEAFSA 1 Jan 72); Command disestablished 30 Sept 1987

047.1 US Central Command (USCENTCOM and CDRUSCENTCOM); Subordinate commands/agencies

047.2 US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM and CDRUSSOCOM); Subordinate commands/agencies; Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC)

047.3 US Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM and CDRUSTRANSCOM); Subordinate commands/agencies, includes Air Mobility Command, Military Traffic Management Command, and Military Sealift Command

047.4 United States Forces Command (USFORSCOM); Subordinate commands and agencies (Specified command status terminated 01 Oct 1993—became Army component of USACOM (now USJFCOM)—047.7)

047.5 US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM and CDRUSSTRATCOM); Subordinate commands and agencies

047.6 Air Mobility Command; Subordinate commands/agencies (Specified Command status terminated in 1988—became Air Force Component of Transportation Command (TRANSCOM)—047.3)

047.7 US Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM and CDRUSJFCOM); Subordinate commands/agencies, includes Iceland Defense Force, US Forces Azores (COMUSFORAZORES), Joint Warfighter Center, Joint Warfare Analysis Center, and Joint Task Force—Civil Support; Prior to 1994 (?), was US Atlantic Command (USACOM)

048 Strategic Air Command (SAC and CINCSAC); Subordinate commands/agencies; Command disestablished 01 June 1992

048.1 Air Combat Command; Subordinate commands/agencies (Air Force component of USACOM (now USJFCOM)—047.7)

049 Military Airlift Command (MAC); Subordinate commands and agencies; Command disestablished 01 Oct 1988

050 MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION (GENERAL) Also includes oversight and management of programs, centers, studies; charters, Terms of Reference (TOR); Implementation of TQM; Defense Reform Initiatives (DRID); Redesignation of positions; Goldwater-Nichols DOD Reorganization Act of 1986

051 Single Manager, Executive Agent, Lead Agent Designation (for foreign visitors, use country/081)
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Inspections, Investigations, Survey, Suggestions and Complaints

Coordination, Collaboration, Liaison and Points of Contact; Use also for Interagency Process

Succession to Positions and Commands, Chain of Command, Channels of Communications and Protocol, Delegation of Authority

REPORTS AND REPORTING (GENERAL) (ALSO CABINET REPORTS)
(For specific subject reports use subject classification number)

Joint Operational Reporting Procedures (JOPREP)

Histories and Historical Projects; For Command histories or histories of specific offices or agencies, use appropriate command or agency number

Programs of Work/Statement of Work

Memos of Understanding (MOU), Memos of agreement (MOA)
Interagency Agreements, Command-to-Command arrangements; For MOUs/MOAs with other countries, use 533

CORRESPONDENCE, ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDANCE; Standard Operating Procedures (SOPS), Procedures & Formats, Directories, Address Lists, etc.

Terminology, Definitions, Abbreviations and Military Dictionaries

Publications, Manuals and Books (Joint Staff Pubs, Joint and Service Manuals, Information Memorandums, etc.
Includes Joint Administrative Instructions (JAI)(replaced by JSI)

CJCS Guide (CJCSG)
CJCS Manual (CJCSM)
CJCS Note (CJCSN) (new information vice cancellations)
CJCS Instruction (CJCSI)
Joint Staff Guide (JSG)
Joint Staff Manual (JSM)
Joint Staff Note (JSN)
Joint Staff Instruction (JSI)

Action Processing to include control and action assignment procedures, editing, scanning, CJCS' (John Q. Public) correspondence (CFC) process), Daybooks; Taskings generated by CJCS/VCJCS "to do" lists

Directives and Instructions and Numbering Systems (e.g., DOD Directives and Instructions (DODD AND DODI), ACE
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Directives, JCS/JS Series Numbers Indexes, Old SM 055 Indexes)

065 Status of JCS Papers and Divergent Views

066 Distribution System and Procedures (Couriers Mail, Post Office and Distribution Schemes) (For AFCOS use 038)

067 Printing, Reproduction and Graphic Services

068 Release of Documents and Information to US Military and Governmental Agencies (For disclosure/release of US documents to foreign governments use 265; for release of NATO documents to non-NATO governments use 258)

069 Release of Documents and Information to Commercial Agencies, Contractors and Individuals (FOIA)

070 RECORDS AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT (Includes disposition and retirement)

070.1 Forms and Forms Management

071 Inventories, Accountability of Documents

072 Library Technology (Automated information exchange, storage and retrieval technology, microforms), archiving and research services

073 NATIONAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW (Use also for Reinventing Government); Government Performance Results Act Report; Performance results/measures/indicators; Financial management statutes e.g. Chief Financial Officer's Act; IRM statutes like Clinger-Cohen Act; Defense Performance Review Board

074 Summary Records of Defense Review Committee (DRC), Defense Planning Committee (DPC), North Atlantic Council (NAC), and NATO Military Committee (MC) meetings

075 MEETINGS, CONFERENCE, MINUTES AND AGENDA (includes memo of conversation or record, briefings and debriefings); Meetings in the JCS Conference Room (CJCSM 5002.01) (Use 541 for summits, international conferences)

076 JCS meetings with Operations Deputies, NSC, the President, SECDEF, Department Reps (For papers prior to Nov86 see also 077 and 078)

079 Congressional Hearings and Testimonies. Appearances of CJCS/VCJCS before Congress on all subjects other than budget inquiries (use 079/021 or 021.1 and date of hearing as case file date); for testimony & follow-on QFR
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TRAVEL, TRIPS AND VISITS (Includes passports and visas, restrictions on travel and bans; Trip Books); Visitor Clearance/Escort Responsibilities for NMCC (JSI 5241.01)

Visits of Foreign Officials and Receptions (use with country number; Also for DIA approved/Executive Agent designation); for Office Calls use country number with CJCS or VCJCS number; Visits by Foreign School Members (except by members of the NATO Defense College see 157) (See also 182 for visits by Heads of State/VIPs)

PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND RELATIONS, PRESS RELEASES (Policy on communications and information to the public)

Political Affairs (voting, registration)

Newspaper Reporters and Commentators (Radio/TV) and Newspaper/Magazine Articles

Requests for Speeches, Lectures, Written Articles, Letters, and Clearance of Official Manuscripts; attendance at Ceremonies, Parades and Festivals; Observances of national holidays both here and abroad

Religious Matters, Fund Campaigns (CFC/Savings Bonds) Charities, Churches, American Red Cross

OFFICE OPERATIONS (Includes hours of work, overtime and holidays, office space, moves, construction and repairs) (For papers prior to Nov 86, see also 091)

Gifts (Used also for Office Operations prior to Nov 86)

Office Supplies, Furniture, Machines and Equipment

LAW AND LEGAL MATTERS (US CODE); Public Laws and Acts, Constitutional Rights and Protection, including privacy; Legislation and bills before Congress; Federal regulations and regulatory reform (includes Executive Orders); International Law. For Law of the Sea/Territorial Waters, use 546; for US court martials, use 162

Corporation and Companies; Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization Office

Metric System and Measurements
Reference Library material (Used for reference publications that are abstracted and automated; held in R&A Reference Library)
100 MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL

100 MANPOWER PLANNING AND POLICIES

101 Manpower and Personnel (General)

103 Labor and Management Relations, Civilian and Military (Union Actions)

105 MILITARY PERSONNEL (GENERAL) (Includes administrative controls such as in-processing, issuance of ID badges, personnel records, etc; Used also for assignment, tour of duty and tour lengths with specific country); Reporting data

105.1 US Army Manpower and Personnel
105.2 US Navy Manpower and Personnel
105.3 US Air Force Manpower and Personnel
105.4 US Marine Corps Manpower and Personnel
105.5 US Coast Guard Manpower and Personnel

106 Position and Billets (military and civilian) to include conversion of; conversion of posts; JS Unit Manning Document (JMD); Individual augmentation (as part of JMD); Individual Augmentation Process Reform

107 US Space Command (USSPACECOM) manpower (includes Component commands and agencies)

108 US Special Operations Command (USOSCOM) manpower (includes Component commands and agencies)

109 US Central Command (USCENTCOM) manpower (includes Component commands and agencies)

110 Military Personnel Requirements–Joint Tables of Distribution (JTD); Joint Manpower Planning Requirement and Manpower Surveys; Joint Manpower Reduction Studies; NATO Peace Establishment Requirements (PE) and Emergency Establishment Requirements (EE). Used also for Joint Duty Assignment (JDA) and Joint Duty Assignment List (JDAL); Joint Specialty Officer assignments

111 US Northern Command (NORTHCOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies) (Prior to March 2002, used for Alaskan Command (ALCOM)–diseased 1 July 1975)

112 Atlantic Command (LANTCOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies) also COMUSFORAZORES

112.1 US Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) manpower; Joint Training Doctrine (JTD); Previously US Atlantic Command (USACOM)
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Air Defense Command (ADCOM) manpower (includes component commands/agencies); Prior to 1 July 1975, was Continental Air Defense Command (ADCOM); Also used for NORAD

US European Command (USEUCOM) manpower (includes component commands/agencies)

US Pacific Command (PACOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies) Joint Task Force-Full Accounting

US Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies)

US Readiness Command (USREDCOM) manpower, Middle East, Southern Asia, and Africa South of the Sahara (includes component commands/agencies) (Redesignated from CINCSRIKE/MEAFSA 1 Jan 72) - JDA; Inactivated 1 July 1987

Strategic Air Command (SAC) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies); Inactivated

Air Combat Command (ACC) JTD and Manpower

Military Airlift Command (MAC) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies)

Defense Special Weapons Agency (DSWA) manpower; formerly Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA)

Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) manpower; formerly Defense Communications Agency (DCA)

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) manpower

National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) manpower; formerly Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)

United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies)

United States Forces Command (USFORSCOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies)

US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies)

Air Mobility Command JTD Manpower

US Special Operations Command (USOCOM) manpower (includes Component commands/agencies, Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC))
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Joint Agencies manpower (all those listed under 030 and 038)

Joint Service Colleges manpower (Armed Forces, Staff College (AFSC), Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF), National War College (NWC), National Defense University (NDU), and others)

Manpower for Service Schools and Academies

US Element of International Organizations, Boards, Committees and Commissions manpower

National Security Agency (NSA) manpower

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) manpower

MAAGS, Missions, Groups—Worldwide manpower (organization #037)

GENERAL AND FLAG OFFICERS (Assignment, duty, leave, details, promotions, retirements, nominations, etc.)

OFFICERS (OTHER THAN GENERAL/FLAG) (Assignment, duty, leave, details, promotions, retirements, etc.)

ENLISTED PERSONNEL (Assignment, duty, leave, details, promotions, retirements, etc.) Assignment to Joint Staff CJCSI 1320.01

RESERVE PERSONNEL (Includes Reserve, ANG, NG, and individual mobilization augmentee (IMA) personnel); Reserve Component Employment (RCE), Integration, and Total Force studies; Presidential Selective Reserve Call Up (PSRC)(tracking of individuals); Individual Ready Reserve (IRR)

Women in the Military

MILITARY AND CIVILIAN SPECIALIST
(Military assistants, consultants, advisers, experts, speakers, panelists and lectures)

Military Special Occupation Requirements (Includes pilots, technicians, cooks, etc. Includes training requirements for these specialist)

Military Pay, Allowance, Taxes, Benefits and Annuities, Stop loss; Hostile Fire Pay, Imminent Danger Pay (IDP); Hardship Duty Pay(HDP); Retirement benefits; Space Available Travel

CONSCRIPTION AND RECRUITING (Selective Service, volunteer service, draft, enlistment and reserve personnel. Also
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includes recruiting policy and guidance; retention, attrition)

MILITARY EDUCATION AND MILITARY COLLEGES (Includes CJCS' Military Education Policy Document (MMEPD), US Military personnel attendance at Service schools, Academies; Joint Professional Military Education (JPME); Officer Professional Military Education Policy CJCSI 1800.01

US Military Personnel Attendance at Foreign Military Colleges/Schools, (Includes attendance at NATO schools by non-US personnel

Foreign Personnel Attendance at US Military Colleges/Schools/Academies (Use also for Army School of Americas (011/157) and tours/visits by students of NATO Defense College) (see also 081)

Languages (Training and Schools), Translators, Interpreters, linguists

Training (Includes Joint Staff Officer Training System (JSOTS); CAPSTONE Training; classroom training, On the job training (OJT or OTJ), professional development

WELFARE AND MORALE (Rest and recuperation (R&R), rest areas, sports, Special Services, USO and entertainment, condolences); NAF Funding

Awards, Decorations and Insignia (Includes badges, emblems, unit citations, letters of commendation and/or appreciation)

Military Law US COURTS-MARTIAL (Includes conduct, discipline and punishment; behavior, hazing); Service investigative units/activities

Ethics and Ethics in Government

Awards to Foreign Officers and Personnel

Sexual Harassment, Discrimination, Human Rights; EEO (Includes people with handicaps/disabilities; gender issues; child, spouse, substance abuse); DOD Policy for Asian American/Native American Pacific Islanders

Homosexuals

Crimes (Use for government and business, i.e., Fraud, Waste and Abuse, Whistleblower Protection Act; also internal controls such as Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act, accountability, stewardship, cost benefit assessments)
QUALITY OF LIFE (services and support structure)
Issues include child/day care (183), compensation/pay (147), housing initiatives (420), medical care (425), OPTEMPO/readiness (374), welfare and morale (160)

PRISONERS OF WAR (POW) MISSING IN ACTION (MIA)
Defectors, Internees, Detainees (For Evaders/Escapees use 318)
Refugees, Displaced Persons, Migrants, Immigrants
ENEMY PRISONERS OF WAR
CASUALTIES AND MORTALITIES, REPATRIATION OF REMAINS
(Killed in action, wounded and deceased)
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL (Includes planning and policies)
Civilian Personnel (Assignment, Pay duty, leave, benefits, details, promotions, retirement, etc)
Very Important Person (VIP) (Heads of states, officials of governments and diplomats)(Includes honors, protocol and official visits) (see 081)
Dependents of Military and Civilian Personnel
Key Positions (Includes manning, nominations for, etc.)
MANPOWER FOR INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, COMMANDS AND AGENCIES (MILITARY, CIVILIAN, AND FOREIGN NATIONS)
International Headquarters Positions (includes requests to fill positions, offset offerings, internationalization of staffs, job descriptions
Atlantic Command (ACLANT) and Subordinate Commands/Agencies
Allied Command Europe (ACE) and Subordinate Commands/Agencies
Channel Command (ACCHAN) and Subordinate Commands/Agencies
Native and indigenous personnel (US and foreign/local national labor)
200 INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY

200 INTELLIGENCE POLICY AND GUIDANCE; Joint Doctrine for Intelligence, Support to Operations; JT PUB 2-0

201 Intelligence (General) Intelligence Strategy for 2015 (Oversight of intelligence activities)

202 Intelligence Plans and Programs; Tactical Intelligence and Related Activities (TIARA); Joint Military Intelligence Program (JMIP); Integrated Broadcast Services (IBS)

203 Joint Intelligence Estimate for Planning (JIEP)

204 National and Special National Intelligence Estimates (NIE and SNIE), Intelligence Estimates, National Intelligence Support Teams (NIST)

205 Threats and Threat Assessments (Includes estimates and evaluations); HOTSPOTS (regional) briefs/assessments

206 Intelligence Reports and Reporting

207 Intelligence Requirements - National Intelligence Requirement

208 Joint Intelligence Support to Military Operations JT PUB 2-01; Intelligence Cycle

210 INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT TO UNIFIED AND SPECIFIED COMMANDS Also Joint Task Forces, Combat Support Agencies, subordinate components of commands

211 Intelligence Collection, Production and Dissemination; Collection Management e.g. Tactical Exploitation of National Capabilities (TENCAP); Collection Planning; Management of Battlefield Information Collection Exploitation System (BICES) and other intelligence information collection/exploitation systems; Intelligence Priorities for Strategic Planning (IPSP); Transfer of National Intelligence Collection Tasking Authority to SECEDEF CJCSI 3340.01

212 Analysis, Evaluation, and Interpretation of Intelligence Data; Joint Intelligence Preparation of Battlespace (JIPB)

213 Intelligence Training and Career Development

220 INTELLIGENCE DISCIPLINES - Strategic, Tactical and Operational Intelligence; All Source
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Measurement and Signature Intelligence (MASINT)

Imagery Intelligence (IMINT)

Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)

Human Intelligence (HUMINT), Interrogations

COMMUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE (COMINT), ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE (ELINT) AND SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE (SIGINT)

Unarmed Flight Surveillance, Open Skies

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE (includes electronic and domestic surveillance, wiretaps, shadowing, tailing); DICE (Defensive Information to Counter Intelligence); Counterintelligence Support to Operations

Sabotage, Espionage and Subversive Activities (For terrorist activities, see 549)

Censorship

Physical Security of Installations and Buildings; Defense Protective Services; International Security; Entry-Exit Inspection Program

MAPPING, CHARTING AND GEODESY (including Global Geospatial Information and Services)

Position Reference And Military Grid Reference System

Photography (Still, aerial and cartographic aerial, photography equipment and photo interpretation)

Oceanography and Hydrography (includes ocean and marine resources)

DEFENSE ATTACHE SYSTEM AND US MILITARY ATTACHES Representational Responsibilities of CJCSI 3310.01

SECURITY POLICY AND GUIDANCE

Security (General) regulations and laws, privacy

Safeguarding Military Information and JCS Papers Regulations and laws, information security, Focal Point Communications, SCI, Intel Info, Codes, Special Access Program (SAP); Information Security Program; IJSTO

Security Violations (Disclosure, leaks, compromise of classified information and report of investigations, contractor violations)
Defense Classification and Declassification; Mandatory Declassification Review (MDR) and Security Review (SR) (O10/254); Security Classification Policy for MIRV and MARV; Nuclear Weapons Security Classification (710/254)

Destruction of Classified Documents/Material

Security Clearances of Personnel/Access to Classified Information (Personnel Security Program)

Security Passes And Identification for Restricted Areas; Surveillance/ID technology

International Documents of Central Treaty Organization (CENTO), Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) (disestablished) and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) (Includes subregistries, security procedures and inspections thereof); release of NATO documents to foreign countries

Security Protection for VIPs (President, Vice President and Foreign dignitaries - military and civilian)

ANTITERRORISM AND FORCE PROTECTION (defensive measures to reduce vulnerability to individuals and property/Safety of U.S. Forces and Civilians Worldwide); Force Protection Equipment (e.g. NEO/CO protective masks); Monthly Reports 260/055. Force Protection Conditions (FPCON) (See also Counterterrorism (549) (offensive measures to prevent, deter, and respond to acts of terrorism)

DISCLOSURE POLICY
National Disclosure Policy (NDP-1) and the release and/or exchange of all types of information to foreign governments and international organizations. (For release of price and availability data, technical data, and demonstration data prior to FMS, use 495) For release of documents to public or US government, use 068, 069, and 085; for release of NATO documents, use 258

SPECIAL INTELLIGENCE (SI) AND SPECIAL SECURITY OFFICE (SSO)

Special Security Controls On Special Equipment And Weapons Systems - Operations Security (OPSEC); Joint Operations Security

Computer Security, Security of ADP (Computer) Equipment, Systems & Software; Automated Information Systems Security/Assurance; Information Security (data base information); Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
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FOREIGN AND INTERNATIONAL INTELLIGENCE (for purpose of gathering information on capability, intent, actions of foreign powers/persons)

Canada–United States Intelligence Estimates (CANUS)

Foreign and Enemy Forces, Order of Battle (ORBAT), Equipment and Weapons (includes estimates), After 1 Nov 86, use 374 for NATO and US ORBAT

Exploitation of Captured Enemy Documents; Discovery exploitation, and elimination operations

Foreign and Enemy Operational Capabilities (includes US and Allied studies on enemy operational and intelligence capabilities)

Foreign Personnel in Continental United States (CONUS) (Control, restrictions and travel)

Aliens and Foreign Personnel (Foreign scientists, professionals, youth and youth organizations, immigrants, resident status for, naturalization of); Intelligence collection on for law enforcement agencies

Foreign Scientific and Technical Intelligence; Foreign Material Program, processes, procedures, collection

Enemy Military Plans and Programs

Situation Reports on Foreign Countries (SITREPS)
300 OPERATIONS, DEFENSE AND FORCES

300 OPERATIONS AND DEFENSE POLICY AND GUIDANCE
(Course of actions - National Policy and objectives, and Joint Operational Planning System (JOPS)

301 Operations and Defense (General) (Used for Persian Gulf War 888/301)

302 Defense of Continental United States (CONUS)/North America (NORAD Mission) (OEF/Noble Eagle)

303 General War (Armed conflict between major powers in which total resources of belligerents are employed, and national survival of major belligerent is in jeopardy. Includes nuclear warfare though by itself, use 706)

303.1 Combat Operations and Hostilities (Associated with War; Fight and Win; Attack, Blockade, Defend)

304 Major Regional Contingency (MRC) (Emergency involving military forces in the principal geographic subareas of the command, e.g. BOSNIA-Herzegovina, Kosovo)

304.1 Lesser Regional Contingency (LRC)

304.2 Joint Rear Area Operations (Stability and support operations (SSO) that facilitate force protection or support of joint force)

305 DECLARATION, PROCLAMATION AND TERMINATION OF WAR
(Includes post-hostilities, preservation of the peace, cease fire and bombing pause), and violations thereof)

306 Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) (Operational concept for fighting war in the future, broader than JV2010, C4IPTW; came out of QDR; includes Joint Experimentation; Joint Advanced Warfighting Program (OSD/IDA); Army’s Force XXI Initiative; Navy’s Network Centric Warfare Program (sensor to shooter concept); NATO’s Reaction Force XXI; Fleet Battle Experiments; Air Force Air Expeditionary Warfare Experiments; Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory; Battle Management

307 Limited War/Conventional War (Armed conflict short of general war, exclusive of incidents, involving overt engagement of military forces of two or more nations) Forcible Entry Operations (involves unilateral action, could use unconventional forces) Bosnia (unsecure) Iraq (secure)

308 Cold War (Short of overt armed conflict) e.g. North Korea/South Korea; China/Taiwan
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Aggression and Invasion e.g. Iraq/Kuwait; Afghanistan

SPECIAL OPERATIONS, PLANS AND ACTIVITIES
(Covert and overt; cover and cover support)

Unconventional Warfare (paramilitary and guerrilla operations; insertion operations) e.g. Angola

Psychological Warfare/Operations (propaganda) (PSYOPS); Overt Peacetime Psychological Operations Programs

Chemical, Biological and Radiological (CBR) Warfare; Chemical/Biological Defense (Includes use of riot/tear gases and chemical agents - equipment and tests - contamination, protection, and decontamination) (nonproliferation issues); Fourth Generation Agent (FGA) For chemical/biological weapons (CBW), use Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) 728; For Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) and Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) see 729.

Information Operations/Information Warfare (Actions taken to achieve information superiority by affecting adversary information, information-based processes, information systems, and computer-based networks while leveraging and defending one's own information, information-based processes, information systems, and computer-based networks); Computer Network Attack (CNA) (J-3); Computer Network Defense (CND) (J-6); Computer Network Operations (CNO); Joint Reserve Component Virtual Information Operations (JRVIO) Organization

Command and Control Warfare (C2W) (Integrated use of OPSEC, military deception, PSYOP, EW, and physical destruction mutually supported by intelligence to deny information to, influence, degrade, or destroy adversary C2 capabilities; command and control warfare is an application of Information Warfare in military operations and subset of Information Warfare)

Counterinsurgency and Insurgency

Counterinsurgency Programs, Military/Civil Actions

Internal Defense Plans (US Overseas Internal Defense Plans)

Evasion and Escape (E&E) and Combat Search and Rescue Operations (CSAR) (Personnel recovery umbrella term)

Revolutionary Development (Civil action/pacification/hamlet/villages) e.g. Cuban overthrow by Castro
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MILITARY OPERATIONS, STRATEGY AND TACTICS, CONCEPTS
(Includes operational orders (warning, planning, alert, deployment prep, deployment/ redeployment, execute); air tasking orders (ATO); Studies/evaluations of operations; follow-on forces attack (FOFA)); NSC use of force procedures requiring Presidential Decision

Dominant Maneuver (also Dominating Maneuver OSD/Army series of workshops

Force Application (formerly Precision Engagement

Full Dimensional Protection

Focused Logistics

Battlespace Awareness

Net centric Operations

Demilitarized Zones (DMZ); Infiltration and Barrier Systems (Practice Nine Operation)

Joint Operations/Doctrine For JT PUB 3-0

Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW); Complex Contingency Operations (Operations that encompass the use of military capabilities across range of military operations short of war; goal to deter war and resolve conflict, to promote peace; involves POL-MIL; Foreign Internal Defense (FID); Civil affairs in foreign countries; Can include peace-enforcement & peacekeeping (543), humanitarian aid (359), disaster relief (356), civil support (355), counterterrorism (549), strikes & raids (depends on nature of mission—can include 310, 311, 322.2, 323, etc), show of force (381), sanctions/embargoes (542), blockade/containment (329), NEO (357), etc. (for packages on specific topic, use individual numbers)

Land and Littoral Warfare; Urban Warfare; Military Operations on Urban Terrain (MOUT); Realistic Urban Training (RUT); Civilian Urban Operations (CUO)

Coalition Warfare/operations (US requests for foreign nation assistance in coalition operations) (Use 543 for availability/planning of US forces in multinational, international, internal police operations)

Combined and Joint Force Operations Joint Force Operations

Air Warfare ( Strikes) and Air Support Operations (Air
Air Defense Systems (R&D testing); (Use also for integration of FFP country systems into NATO (NATINADS)

Army Ground Warfare and Ground Support Operations

Naval Warfare and Naval Support Operations

Ship Self-Defense (against missile attacks)

Marine and Marine Support Operations

Airborne/Airlift and Airborne/Airlift Support Operations

Amphibious and Amphibious Support Operations

Maritime And Maritime Support Operations (Includes blockade operations; multinational interception operations; patrols); for Visit and Searches and Consensual Boardings use 398)

Submarine and Antisubmarine (ASW) Operations (Now Undersea Warfare)

Mine Warfare and Mine Operations (Land mines and mine sweeping; bans on Antipersonnel Land Mines (APL); for APL Treaty negotiations, use 331/539; Underwater and sea mines and jamming of

Reconnaissance Flights and Operations (Includes Surveillance); Joint Reconnaissance Center; also Global Reconnaissance Information System (GRIS); Peacetime Reconnaissance & Certain Sensitive Operations; Policy Guidance for Sensitive Airborne & Maritime Reconnaissance Operations; (For Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) Operations, the melding of J-2, J-3 sensor to shooter concept, use 210 Intelligence Support to Unified and Specified Commands)

Rules of Engagement (used in Armed Conflict)

Use of Force (used in Counterdrug and Civil Operations) Also use of warning shots & firearms by law enforcement personnel on ships

Command Relationship Agreement (CRA), Senior War Planner, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) matters

Code Words and Nickname
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Weather, Meteorology (Includes equipment, weather stations); Air and water pollution (natural); Recovery operations due to environmental crises. (For global warming and environmental contamination/remediation due to pollution, hazardous waste and toxic materials, carbon dioxide emissions, greenhouse gases use 451); UN Convention on Climate Change, use 451/539.

Progress and Evaluation of General Operations (reports) (includes operational procedures); (Situation reports on current ops vice SITREPS on foreign countries 299); Preparedness Evaluation System

TARGETS AND TARGET PLANNING/Concept of Operation Options (includes National Strategic Target List (NSTL), Targeting (Underground Facilities; Hard & Deeply Buried Target Defeat Capability (HDBTDC); Interdiction; and ACE DGZ File); Collateral Damage; Sensitive targets/targeting

Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP); Development and Release of Red Integrated Strategic Offensive Plan (RISOP); CJCS Red Future Analytic Strategic Target List; and CJCS Guidelines for Reporting SIOP Pre-launch Survivability

Contingency and operation plans (CONOPS/OPLANS) of the unified and specified commands; CJCS CONPLAN 0500; Concept for operations; Contingency Planning Guidance (340/552); Deliberate Plan Status Reports (340/055); Deliberate Plans and Planning; Support Plans; Post-hostilities planning (if US-led); Multi-Service Force Deployment (MSFD) Documents

US Army Forces Command (USFORSCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS (prior to March 2002, use for Alaskan Command (ALCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS-Dissestablished July 1975)

US Atlantic Command (USLANTCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

US Southern Command (USOUTHCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

Air Defense Command (ADCOM) and North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) OPLANS/CONPLANS (Changed to Air Defense Command, CINCAD, 1 July 1975)

US European Command (USEUCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

US Pacific Command (USPACOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

US Central Command (USCENTCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS
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347.1 US Joint Forces Command (UJFCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

348 US Strategic Air Command (SAC) OPLAN/CONPLANS

348.1 Air Combat Command OPLANS/CONPLANS

348.2 US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

349 US Readiness Command (USREDCOM)/Middle East, Southern Asia, and Africa South of the Sahara OPLANS/CONPLANS; Command inactivated 1 July 1987

349.1 US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

350 OPLANS/CONPLANS From Other Commands And Agencies

350.1 Allied Command Channel (ACCHAN) OPLANS, SUPPLANS, etc.

350.2 Major NATO Commander Plans (MNC) (all U.S. Commanders)

350.3 Allied Forces, Central Region (AFCENT) Plans

351 Military Airlift Command (MAC) OPLANS/CONPLANS

351.1 US Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

351.2 Air Mobility Command OPLANS/CONPLANS

352 US Space Command (USSPACECOM) OPLANS/CONPLANS

353 Allied Command Atlantic (ACLANT) SUPPLANS, OPLANS, etc.

354 Allied Command Europe (ACE) SUPPLANS, OPLANS, ETC

355 DOMESTIC CIVIL DEFENSE AND PLANNING AND CIVIL AFFAIRS
Employment of DOD/military assistance to civil law enforcement agencies (LEA); Homeland Defense (502); Disaster/Disaster Relief (356); Domestic Emergencies/Domestic Support Operations (358); Support to drug law enforcement agencies (DLEA) (545); Terrorism and Consequence Management (CBRNE, WMD/CST) (549); Crisis Management; (396)

356 Disaster and Disaster Relief, Earthquakes, Natural Disasters

357 Evacuation and Protection of US Personnel (in US and overseas), and Key Indigenous Personnel; Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO); Hostage Rescue/Recovery

358 Domestic Emergencies (Civil demonstrations, strikes, disturbances, riots and coups)
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE (JT PUB 3-05-cancelled, replaced by JT Pub 3-05.1) (Conducted to relieve or reduce results of natural or manmade disasters or other endemic conditions such as human pain, disease, etc.) (Use also for Overseas, Humanitarian, Disaster, Civil Affairs (OHDCA) projects and requests for funding/realignment in support of)

HUMANITARIAN and CIVIC ASSISTANCE OPERATIONS (JT PUB 3-05.3-pub cancelled, now see JT PUB 3-05.1) (Conducted in conjunction with exercises and operations-training element involved)

WORLDWIDE MILITARY COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (WMMCCS) (replaced in AUG 96 with Global Command and Control System (GCCS) 364); National Military Command System (NMCS); National Command Authority

National Military Command Center (NMCC), NMCC-Message Center, NMCC Support Center and NMCC Operational Summary (OPSUM) reports; for National Operations Summary (NOS), use 010/361

National Airborne Operations Center (NAOC) (formerly National Emergency Airborne Command Post (NEACP)); National Emergency Command Post Afloat (NECPA) (Disestablished 1969); Alternate NMCC (ANMCC) (Site R); Alternate Joint Communications Center (AJCC); Worldwide Airborne Command Post (WWAENCP); Survivable Mobile C2 Center; Take Charge and Move Out (TACAMO)

Alternative Command Posts and Centers of the Unified and Specified Commands

Command and Control (Use for Global Command and Control System (GCCS) operating system part of JOPES (367) major component of Defense Information Infrastructure (DII) (683) supporting C4I FTW (368). Includes operational control/management of equipment, facilities, systems & plans. Command Arrangements for Dual-Based Forces. Theater Battle Management (use 724 for nuclear command and control)


Command, Control, and Communications System (C3S) Programs (includes NATO Air Command and Control Systems (ACCS) documents); (Used also for Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence (C3I); for Coordination of US C3 Position in International Forums, use 366/541
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Joint Operational Planning and Execution System (JOPES)—Secret high computer systems for OPLAN development. Software application produces TPEDD; Includes Joint Deployment Management System; Joint Deployment Process

Command, Control, Communications, Computer (C4) and Command, Control, Communications, Computer, and Intelligence Systems (C4I). Use also for C4I/FTW and C4ISR operational architectures; and the management of defining joint mission areas for C4S, C4I, and C4ISR interoperability within Global Information Grid; Joint Mission Area Analysis; Joint Operations Concept Paper (JOPSC) (future joint force)

Tactical Command and Control Systems (Includes JINTACCS, JTIDS, etc.; mobile command centers)

ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES or NATO, NATO Military Appreciation documents, reorganization of armies, etc.; use 040/370 for Unified Command Plan (UCP)

Unified Actions Armed Forces (UNAAF)

FORCE POSTURE (sourcing for mission goals), Strength and Levels (Prior to Nov86 included force objectives and goals). Used for composition of quick reaction and rapid reaction forces (QRF/RRF) in contingency operations (e.g. Haiti, Somalia); Drawdown of forces (affecting Force Presence in a region or AOR); Availability of U.S. forces in NATO non-article V operations; Rationalization of forces (Task Force oriented)

FORCE STRUCTURE – Strategic Forces, General Purpose Forces and Other Types of Forces, (Includes specifics/functions); Force Structure and Force Mix Studies; Forces for Unified Commands;

Readiness and Status of Forces (General) Deployment/redeployment (OPTEMPO/PERSTEMPO); Warfighting capabilities (current ops); Operational Availability; rapid reinforcement; US and Allied Order of Battle (ORBAT); (emphasis here is how well a unit is trained, equipped to carry out mission); Also used for Bottom-Up Review (BUR); Joint Monthly Readiness Report (JMRR); and (Global) Status of Resources and Training System (SORTS)/GSORTS; CJCS Readiness System, Global Military Force Policy (GMFP); Universal Joint Task List; Risk/Risk Assessments (CJCS Risk assessment (CRA) - 021/374); Combat Support Agency Review Team (CSART) assessments; Global Joint Force Presence Policy (GJFPFP)

Army Forces (Deployment, strength, readiness, stationing and movement)
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Air Forces (Deployment, strength, readiness stationing and movement)

Marine Forces (Deployment strength, readiness stationing and movement)

Naval Forces (Deployment strength, readiness, stationing, movement), includes Coast Guard Forces, STANAVFORLANT, GNFP

Reserve Forces, National Guard and Air National Guard (Troop #s in operations) Troop rotation

Training and Training of Forces (operational - unilateral or one service); Joint Combined Exchange Training (JCET) (OPS side of Theater Engagement Planning (TEP)); Joint Authority Document (JAD) for JCET; for monthly JCET JAD packages, use 040/380

Demonstration of Forces and Participation (Show of force) e.g. Use of Turkish bases for Air Cover OPS in Bosnia and Kosovo; Demarche to Iraq NFZ violations); Flexible Interruption Options

Mobilization and Demobilization of Forces (Active/Reserve Planning - Selective, Partial, Full, or Total); authorization ceilings; Master Mobilization Plan (supports plans of the Combatant Commanders); Force Closure

Unconventional Warfare and Unconventional Warfare Forces; Special Operations Forces; SEALS

Force Planning, Objectives, and Goals; Roles and Missions

EXERCISES AND MANEUVERS (Critiques, Command Post Exercises (CPX), exercise observers, and others; Joint/Combined Exercises (involves players from more than one agency/service); PFP Exercises (use Country or Combatant Commander/385)

War Gaming; Competitive Strategies; Simulation (Includes planning and joint war games); Use also for computer models of war games); see 688 for other types of models

Withdrawal of Forces, Observers; Extraction Operations

Accidents and incidents related to operations; aircraft accidents (non-nuclear); aircraft-related mishaps in which fatalities or injuries were caused by another service’s aircraft; friendly fire; non-aviation accident to include ground and afloat mishaps; Accident assistance (judicial, investigative, expertise)
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EMERGENCY ACTION PROCEDURES AND CHECKLIST (EAP Staff Visits and Assessments)

Alerts and Defense Readiness Condition (DEFCONS) (Readiness and alert of commands); CJCS Alerting System NATO Precautionary Measures

Attacks by Aircraft/Missiles and Surprise Attacks; US Action in the Event of Cuban Attack on US Aircraft/Ships

Alerts (Use for non-DEFCON type papers)


Courses of Action during Periods of International Tension and Crisis; Contingency Planning; for Contingency Planning Guidance (subset of DPG), use 340/552

Crisis Management and Emergency Procedures Standard Operating Procedures; Crisis Staffing Procedures for CJCS; Nuclear Operations Group, JCS Element for Nuclear Matters During Crisis; NATO Crisis Response System;

Search & Seizure; Visits and Searches; Consensual Boardings

LESSONS LEARNED FROM OPERATIONS AND CRISIS (Includes comparisons and evaluations of conflict areas); Remedial Action Project Program (RAPP) recommendations); Joint After Action Reporting System (JAARS); Joint Universal Lessons Learned System (JULLS); Joint Center for Lessons Learned (JCLL)
LOGISTICS POLICY AND GUIDANCE

Logistics (General)

Logistics Requirements, Readiness, And Resources (includes LOGSTARS) (logistics capabilities and status for deployed forces) Sustainment; Focused Logistics

Logistical Support of Command Plans and Logistics Plans Lead Nation Support/Role Specialist Nation; Joint Doctrine for Civil Engineering Support (JT Pub 4-04)

Logistical and Administrative Support (Includes fiscal arrangements, uni-service support by one of the military services, facilities, fiscal and personnel support)

Resources (General and Natural Resources of the United States) Conservation issues; (For Foreign Resources, other than NATO countries, use 534)

NATO/Allied Resources

MODERNIZATION (Use w/ acquisition reform (414), logistics modernization (402), and reengineering (408). Can be used with force structure (373), weapons systems infrastructure (480), and information technology infrastructure (683) modernization

Business Process Engineering/ Restructuring/Performance results (mission)

Operational Test & Evaluation (OT&E)

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (GENERAL) (Includes Development Concept Papers (DCP), R&D test and evaluation (RDT&E)) (For nuclear development, use 711)

Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD) Advanced Technology Integration Demonstration (ATID)

Joint Research and Development Objectives Document (JRDOD)

Interoperability/Standardization (Use for equipment, munitions, and armaments, etc.). Standardization Agreements (STANAGS). Rationalization, Standardization, Interoperability (RSI); For Terminology use 061 and for computer data standardization use 685

Reserve Planning and Policy (Equipment and systems)
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ACQUISITION/PROCUREMENT (Management and Policy)

Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) (formerly Requirements Generation System/Process); Integrated Product Team (IPT) review of milestones

Mission Need Statements (MNS) (formerly Mission Essential Need Statement (MENS) Joint Mission Essential Task List (JMETL); MROC/ROC)

Operational Requirements Document (ORD)

CAPSTONE Requirements Document; Joint Operations Concepts (formerly Joint Conops)

PRODUCTION AND CONTRACTING (Includes privatization and outsourcing, contractors and consultants); Contract Advisory and Assistance Services (CAAS)-415/572

Industrial Base and other related issues (Includes surge production and manufacturing shortfalls)

Storage and Stockpiling, Depots and Pre-positioning, War Reserve Materiel (WRM)

Equipment and Afloat Ships (EAS)

Mobile Offshore Basing Options (MOB) (BARGE); Sea-basing

Disposal, Surplus, Salvage and Abandonment; Excess Property Programs

Priorities and Allocation Issue (Military Urgencies List (MUL), Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure (MILSTRIP) and Force-Activity Designator (FAD) for materiel requirements; Defense Priorities and Allocation System

Strategic Materiel and Mobilization Reserve Stocks

Construction and Protective Construction (military/civil) (aircraft/bomb shelters/bunkers) MILCON

Buildings, Quarters And Housing (Military Housing Initiative) (QOL initiatives)

Hardened Structures/Equipment/Underground facilities/Embedding

Medical and Hospital Services (Includes health, sanitation and disease (AIDS, HIV); Gulf War Illness 888/425; Anthrax Vaccination Plan 313/425; Medical readiness; Force Health Protection; Tricare
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DNA, Genes, Genetic Studies, Cloning

Animals and Control/Disease/Veterinary Services (Sentry dogs, etc.) Research; Foot & Mouth

International Tragedies, to include Mortuary and Interment Assistance; Disaster Assistance (notification/family assistance) for Aviation Mishaps; Veterans graves, national cemeteries, and memorials; Memorial structures; fly-overs

LOGISTICS, DISTRIBUTION, AND AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS - Global Combat Support System (GCSS) (Major component of Defense information Infrastructure supporting C4I/IT); Joint Theater Distribution System (JTDS); IT4, IT for Deployment, Force Tracking and Sustainment

SUPPLIES, MATERIEL, EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE (GENERAL) Material and Distribution Management; Total Asset Visibility (subsets Joint Total Asset Visibility) and Joint Personnel Asset Visibility (force/skills) systems) Reception, Staging, Onward Movement, Integration (RSOI)

Levels of Supply, Tables of Allowance (TA) and Table of Equipment (TOE)

Lines of Communications (Supply routes, pipelines and replacement and consumption

Maintenance and Repair

All Other Types of Supplies, Materiel and Equipment (For Communications & Electronics (CE) use subject index and separate numbers) Cargo Handling Equipment (CHE) (MHE)

Shortages and Critical Items (Includes chromium, gold, copper)

Water Shortages/Supply, Potable Water, Fresh Water

DOD Utility Systems Reform - (Includes electric/emergency power/water/water waste/natural gas)

Private property (Includes cultural, private and commercial, industrial real estate and expropriations)

TRANSPORTATION POLICY AND GUIDANCE (GENERAL)

Movement Capabilities (MOVECAP Plan)
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Strategic Mobility (Movement planning & studies e.g. Mobility Requirements Study); Rapid Reinforcement Forces (RRF) (NATO); Force Protection for Strategic Mobility Assets

Transportation Plans to Support Command Plans

Transportation Resources and Traffic Management (MTMC), ADP Data Systems for Transportation

Defense Transportation Tracking System/Global Transportation Network; Total Asset Visibility

Airlift Air Transportation; DIA Special Category Mission Request; JS MILAIR Reporting (020/445); for Humanitarian Assistance Airlift Operations, use 359

Land Transportation (Trains, railroads, trucking and highways)

Sealift and Shipping; Military Sea Transportation Service (MSTS); Ready Reserve Force (Ships/Sealift)

Cargo Movement and Transportation

Foreign and International Transportation Matters

Humanitarian Transportation

RESOURCES AND ENERGY CRISIS (POWER)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION/CRISES (including Oil Spills, Fires and Emergencies, Pollution (air and water), Hazardous Waste and Toxic Materials, Carbon Dioxide Emissions, Greenhouse Gases, Global Warming); Environmental Protection; Environmental crime

PETROLEUM, OIL AND LUBRICANTS (POL) AND JOINT PETROLEUM OFFICES, FUELS

AIR-TO-AIR REFUELING/CAPABILITIES

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES - PARTS AND MAINTENANCE (Cars, jeeps, ambulances, trucks, etc)

Tanks

Amphibious Vehicles

Armored Vehicles (Includes personnel carriers, All Terrain Vehicles (ATV), etc.; Stryker

AIRCRAFT AND AIRCRAFT PARTS AND MAINTENANCE (Includes Vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) and Vertical and short takeoff and landing (VSTOL) aircraft)
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Helicopters

Drones; Unmanned Vehicles (UAV); ALE Decoys

Aircraft Development/Improvement/Modification/R&D Modernization Upgrades

Aerostat - Tethered Aerostat Radar System (TARS)

SHIPS, SHIPBUILDING, SHIP PARTS AND MAINTENANCE (Use also for boats and watercraft assets such as tugs, barges)

Aircraft Carriers (Attack Aircraft Carrier (CVA))
Nuclear Propulsion Program

Submarines (Diesel/conventional) submersible undersea platform capabilities

Nuclear Ships/Submarines - Capabilities/R&D/Modernization (Includes visits to foreign ports as part of engagement, for refueling, etc.)

Commercial/Non-military Ships and Boats and Aircraft Foreign Flag Air Carrier Oversight Policy

BASES, INSTALLATIONS AND FACILITIES (Includes Infrastructures; base development, base development plan). Prior to Nov86 also used for NATO Infrastructure Budget documents

Critical Infrastructure Protection (formerly Critical Asset Assurance Program (CAPP)); Mission Assurance Asset Database (Formerly Critical Asset Database); Key Assets Protection Program (KAPP) (Non DOD assets)

Critical Infrastructure Program (Protecting DOD C2 Infrastructure

United States Bases Requirement Overseas (USBRO) and Key Facilities List (KFL); Beddown; Overseas Presence (basing, relocations, and realignments)

Base Rights and Negotiations; (Includes Forward Operating Base; Forward Operations Base (FOB) for Special Ops; and Forward Operating Location (FOL) Agreements for CD Operations;

Host Nation Support (Includes burdensharing, payment in-kind, residual value payment)

Disposal of Bases, Installations and Facilities; Base Closure (US and Overseas); BRAC (Base Realignment and Closure)
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Air Bases and Airfields (Includes Joint Air Base Utilization Plan (JABUP) and Military Requirements for Civil Airports for Integration into the National Airport Plan (MRNAP); Aerial Ports

Army Camps, Posts, Centers and Stations

Naval Bases, Centers, Districts and Stations

Marine Bases, Centers and Stations

Ranges, Sites and Launching Sites-Pads

Harbors, Ports, Ports Of Embarkation/Entry (POEs) and Docks (Includes canals, dams, locks and bridges and security of); For Port Contamination/Decontamination, use 425

WEAPONS AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS (Includes weapons studies on strategic and tactical weapons) (See Nuclear Weapons and Systems 710-725)

Missiles (Guided and ballistic), Cruise Missiles, TLAM, Surface-to-air-Missiles (SAMs), TBM defense; Tactical Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD); Conventional Ballistic Missile Program

Missiles (Short-range) (less than 500 miles), Lance Missiles, Stinger Missiles; Hellfire missiles

Missiles (Mid-range and intermediate-range) (MRBM range of 600-1500 miles and IRBM range of 1500-3000 miles); Pershing 2

Missiles (Intercontinental-range) (ICBM range over 3000 miles), Poseidon, M-X

Antimissile-missile, Anti-radiation Missile (ARM) (HARM)

Rockets and Rocket Propulsion

Foreign Missiles, including launches; Air Launch Cruise Missile (ALCM)

MUNITIONS AND ARMAMENT (GENERAL) Depleted Uranium Use; Capabilities-based Munitions Requirement Process (For health hazards use 425)

Non-Lethal Weapons (e.g. blinding laser)

Ammunition, Explosives and other Dangerous Articles (AEDA) Disposal
Cannons, Guns, Rifles, Small Arms and Grenades

Rockets, Projectiles, Bombs, Torpedoes, Explosives, Flying Plates, and Conventional Warheads; Safety of (For Nuclear bombs/warheads use 713)

Ammunition (Bullets, cartridges and shells)

Improved Conventional Munitions (Formerly CONFRAM, Controlled Fragmentation Munitions)

Air-to-Air Missiles and Anti-aircraft Missiles (includes Sidewinder, Phoenix, Sparrow, AMRAAM missiles)

SLBM (Trident, Polaris and Poseidon); Launch Tube Removal (START)

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE/SECURITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (MAP) POLICY AND GUIDANCE, ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE, INTERNATIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION AND TRAINING (IMET) (For single country involvement use with country number); (Also includes MAP Manual); Drawdowns to foreign governments; Use for requests by foreign countries for price and availability data, technical data, demonstration results data prior to acquisition; Use 265 for NDP information to foreign governments

Military Assistance Program (MAP) (General) (Problems, reports, measures, supervision, corrective actions and Grant Aid)

Foreign Countries Participation in Economic and Military Aid to other Countries

International Logistics (General) Foreign countries’ logistics

Sales, Purchases and Loans of Materiel, Arms, and Equipment to Foreign Countries; Foreign Military Sales (FMS); Foreign Military Financing; (Used also for Overseas, Humanitarian, Disaster, and Civil Affairs (OHDCA) Projects when FMS involved); Drawdowns to Foreign Countries when FMS involved
PLANS, PLANNING, PROGRAMMING AND POLICIES


NATO Conceptual Military Framework (CMF) Program


NATO strategic plans and planning (Strategic Concept Document) (MC 400/2) Defense Capabilities Initiative

NATO Common Operational Vision; (For Reaction Force XXI (Experimentation in NATO), see 806/306

NATO Adaptation (Includes command structure change and adaptation resulting from enlargement (PFP Initiatives 806/540), NATO Long Term Study on Command Structure (806/507), US proposal for CJTF in development of ESDI (007/036), WEU proposal (806/940), and European Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC) (806/540)

NATO Long Term Study on Command Structure; Implementation of NATO Military Command Structure document (MC 324)

Joint Vision 2010 (JV 2010); Transformation; Service Vision Papers; (For Joint Experimentation, operational implementation, use 306)

Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), National Defense Panel

Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP); Deliberate Plans and Planning 510/340; Deliberate Planning Conference 510/075; for Deliberate plans and planning related to contingency operations, use 340

JOINT STRATEGIC PLANNING SYSTEM; Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP) (Became Joint Strategic Planning Document (JSPD) in 1978); National Military Strategy Document (NMSD) replaced JSPD; National Military Strategy (NMS) replaced NMSD in 1993; Joint Planning Document established in 1993 (replaced NMSD)

Joint Long-Range Strategic Study (JLRSS)

Joint Doctrine (Activities/Initiatives)
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Joint Warfighting Capabilities Assessment (JWCA) (Part of Requirements Generation Process with JROC overarching responsibility for process) (J-8)

MILITARY STRATEGY STUDIES (i.e., strategic sufficiency, national security strategy studies, etc. focus on warfighting); Includes Strategic Force; Political and Economic Planning and Assessments; Joint Strategy Review; (For strategy studies on foreign countries, use country number and 532; for regional centers, use Combatant Commander/520)

NATO Conventional Defense Improvement Program (CDI)

FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND POLICIES

Foreign Affairs (General)

National Policy on Foreign Countries (National Policy Papers, e.g. Democratization Initiatives); ASIA-PACIFIC 2020 Study Group (note: this is separate from J-5 APAC actions on Global Asia Working Group support to interagency study on ROK role in the event of collapse of North Korea (crisis short of war) under 893/396 and under 893/530; Human Rights; Stabilization and Reconstruction

Agreements and treaties with foreign countries and international organizations (includes Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA), International Agreements reported per MOP 179, and Defense Cooperation Agreements (DCA); Conventions and Protocols; Implementation Procedures for Agreement Between US and Russia on Prevention of Dangerous Military Activities 966/533; Peace Agreements, e.g. Dayton Accords; Memos of Agreement/Understanding (MOA/MOU) and Letters of Agreement/Understanding (LOA/LOU) with foreign countries; For MOA/MOU & LOA/LOU with Federal Agencies, use 059

Economic, Social, Political Affairs, and Resources of Foreign Countries

Foreign Armed Forces under US/NATO Commands and Participation in Military Operations

Political Advisors, NATO Political Advisors (POLADS)

Senior Interdepartmental Group (SIG)/Interdepartmental Regional Group (IRG)

Geneva Convention (1949) (Protocols); Law Of War

Negotiations (other than base rights, arms control, i.e. Convention on Climate Change; Support to Coalitions)
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONSHIP - Overseas presence including Foreign Military Interaction (FMI), military relations with foreign countries; military-to-military contacts; Partnership for Peace (PFP) Initiatives, NATO Enlargement; Theater Engagement Planning (TEP); Politically Sensitive Area List

International Conferences and Summits; Informing State Department on Matters of Possible Political Significance Generated at International Military Planning Conferences

Trade, Exports, Imports, Taxation, Tariffs, Sanctions (Includes customs, embargo and common market); Waivers

Multilateral, International And Internal Peace Forces (Includes police forces); Availability of and management of US Forces for peacekeeping operations; Complex contingency operations planning; UN Peacekeeping Forces/Operations (DPKO), Observer missions, Coalition Warfare Planning; Post-hostilities planning (if UN, NATO, or other international organization led)(if US-led, use 340); NATO Article V and non-Article V type operations

Hijacking (Piracy) of Aircraft and Ships (national and international)

COUNTERNARCOTICS STRATEGY, PLANNING, AND ACTIVITIES (detection and monitoring, interdiction, training) (Also includes illegal activities and operations such as smuggling (narcotics) and drug trafficking) For counterdrug deployments use country and 545; for monthly report to HIRC on personnel assigned to CD activities use 002/545; DOD support to drug law enforcement agencies (DLEA); Classification Guide for Counterdrug Information

International Crime (Includes black market, alien smuggling, war crimes (genocide), crimes against humanity Criminal Justice System International Court 095/545.1; Rewards and bounties for international criminals

Territorial Waters and Airspace, Law of the Sea (LOS) Freedom of Navigation (FON) (Includes violations pertaining thereto, e.g. no-fly zone violations, maritime claims, right of passage, and right of assistance entry including guidance for Exercise of Right-of-Assistance Entry); Policy on Foreign Ships Operating in US Waters; Operational Support of High Seas Driftnet Fisheries Enforcement; DOD Ocean Policy; (Use 722 for nuclear over flights, 226 for Open Skies, and 095 for International Law)

Technology Exchange and Controls in Sharing Technology Missile Technology and Control Regime (MTCR) issues;
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Licensing; Arms transfer talks/strategy/requirements

548 Technology Development (With foreign countries) of Space and Missile Defense

549 Terrorism; Counterterrorism (CT); Consequence Management (CM); DOD support to civil law enforcement agencies (LEA); CBRNE (Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear High Explosive); Threats to National Special Security Events (NSSE)/Significant Events; WMD-Crisis Staffing Teams (CST) (Civil Support 549/355); CT Policy, Planning and Strategy; Extradition Assistance (Fugitives from justice)

549.1 Assassination, Kidnapping, Abduction; Vandalism; Violent Demonstrations; significant incidents of political violence against Americans (includes terrorists) OCONUS; (use 545.1 for international criminal acts)


551 Budget and Finance (General)

552 Strategic Planning Guidance (SPG) (supercedes Defense Planning Guidance (DPG)), including Joint Programming Guidance (JPG); Contingency Planning Guidance (subset)

553 Joint Program Assessment Memorandum (JPAM) (prior to Nov 86 JPAM filed under 551). Chairman’s Program Assessment (CPA) and Chairman’s Program Recommendation (CPR); for Combatant Commanders’ Preparedness Assessment Recommendations (CPR), use 040/374; for Chairman’s Readiness Program, use 374

555 Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP)

556 Program Budget Changes/Requests and Decisions FY Program Review Issue Submissions (5 year)

557 Major Forces Issues in connection with the budget and the Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP) (Slicing & Dicing)

Major Programs
I - Strategic Forces
II - General Purposes Forces
III - Specialized Activities
IV - Airlift and Sealift
V - Guard and Reserve Forces
VI - Research and Development
VII - Logistics
VIII - Personnel Support
IX - Administration
X - Special Operations
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Memorandums for the President on budget matters and the Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP) (includes Draft Memo for the President (DMP) and SECDEF Guidance Memos)

Hearings and testimonies on the Defense Budget, including President, Congress, Office of Management and Budget, and Secretary of Defense (For subjects other than budget, use 079)

Budgets (real and planned for future years); Planning, Program, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) (formerly Planning, Program, and Budget System (PPBS)); Combatant Commanders' Integrated Priority List (part of PPBS)

Budget funding, supplemental budget and estimates for current fiscal year; Emergency & Extraordinary Expenses (E3)

NATO Infrastructure Documents

Funding of Specific Programs/Systems/Equipment, Combatant Commanders' Initiative Fund (CCIF) (formerly CINC Initiatives Fund (CIF)); Contract Assistance Advisory System (CAAS)-415/572

Combating Terrorism Readiness Initiative Fund (CbT RIF)

Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS)

Budget and Funding Support of Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Official Representation Fund (ORF)

Cost Effectiveness and Reduction Program; Program Operating and Support Costs; Costs/Benefits

Balance of Payments; Flow of gold and International Monetary Policy

Foreign Currency And Expenditures, Military Currency And Payment Certificates, Script and Banking

Auditing (includes Defense Auditing by Defense Contract Audit Agency and General Accounting Office)

Economic Affairs and Policy (Domestic)
COMMUNICATIONS POLICY AND GUIDANCE

Defense Communications System (DCS) Plans and Programs

National Communications System (NCS) Plans and Programs

Communication with World Leaders (HOTLINE, MOLINK, etc.)

Communications Support to Commands; Contingency Communications Between Commander of a JTF and US Diplomatic Post

Tactical Communications and Control System e.g. JTIDS, MIDS; Tactical Broadcast Transmission Systems

Tactical communications (TACOM) (use of systems to execute)

Non-Tactical Communications (Includes strategic communications and non-defined types of communications)

Integrated Tactical - Strategic Data Networking (ITSN)

FREQUENCY/CHANNEL MANAGEMENT, ALLOCATIONS AND ASSIGNMENT; Spectrum allocation and licenses

Communication Networks and Circuits (Defense Information System Network (DISN) to replace Automatic Digital Network (AUNDIN) in year 2000; Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON), and Ground Wave Emergency Network (GWEN), (ELF), Defense Switching Network (DSN), SIPRNET, NIPRNET)

Voice Communications (Automatic Secure Voice Network (AUTOSEVOCOM), Secure Voice Improvement Program (SVIP)); STU III; Defense Red Switch Network (DRSN)

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY (COMSEC); Anti-jam techniques; Joint Communications Security Monitoring Activity

COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURE (Call signs, address groups and routing indicators)

MESSAGE PROCEDURES, SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT (Electrically transmitted message procedures, systems, and equipment (Flash override and MINIMIZE Procedures, Automatic Message Processing System (AMPS), Defense Messaging System (DMS))
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Cryptography, cryptological programs, systems (Cipher, coding and encipher)

Allied Communications Publication (ACP), Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Publication (JANAP), Allied Data Publications, other NATO publications

COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES AND INSTALLATIONS

Communications Equipment (all except those listed separately), to include MEECN; CJCS Control Tactical Communications Assets

Radio and Television (Broadcasting and Emergency Broadcast System)

Communication-Electronics research and development standardization and interoperability (includes most NATO ADSIA work)

Data Links, Data Transmission; (enables encryption of systems)

Radio Communications Equipment/Systems; Combat Survivor Evader Locator (CSEL)

Tactical Data Systems (Includes TADIL)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS (Systems/facilities/architectures) (Telephone, telegraph, FAX, JSIN, JSUNET, Intercom)

Video Teleconferencing

Wireless Telecommunications/Technology

COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS AND FACILITIES; Mobile Satellite Services

ELECTRONICS POLICY AND GUIDANCE

Electronics (General)


Warning and Detection Systems (Distant Early Warning (DEW), AWACS, Airborne Early Warning, etc.) Target Acquisition (attack) Detection; Threat Warning Systems, e.g. DOD's Defense Indicators and Warning System (DIWS), Blue Dart (USEUCOM), and CRITIC (DCI); ITW/AA; Common Missile Warning System (CMWS)

Electronic Countermeasures (ECM) and Electronic
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Counter-countermeasures (ECCM), Jamming; Electromagnetic Interference and Jamming to US Space Systems; Aircraft Defensive Systems

655 Deception; Joint Military Deception Study

656 Joint Surveillance and Target Attack System (JSTARS) and other ground surveillance systems; CFC counterfire capability/near real time wide area surveillance and targeting

657 Sensors-Network Centric Sensors (targeting)-Network Centric Shooters (see also 306)

658 Emitters, NATO Emitter Data Base

660 ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION; Global Positioning System (GPS) Navigation Warfare (NAVWAR)

661 Military and Civil Aerospace Management and Air Traffic Control (Includes Civil Aviation and Federal Aviation Administration matters, e.g. Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)); National Airspace System (NAS); Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF); Air Surveillance ASOC) Systems (NATO) (for Overflights use 722)

662 Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) and Selective Identification Feature (SIF); also homing devices; Combat Identification; Blue Force Tracking

663 Long Range Navigation (LORAN) System

664 Radar and Sonar (THAAD)

665 Moving Target Indication (MTI) Radar (w/surveillance systems like JSTARS)

670 Electromagnetic characteristics, properties, and impacts to include protection systems; CJCS Prioritization of C3 Nodes and Systems for High Altitude Electromagnetic Pulse Protection; Electromagnetic Spectrum Use in Joint Military Operations (see 030 for Joint Spectrum Center)

671 NMCC “HEMP” Shielded Enclosure

675 Electronic Equipment (all except those listed separately)

680 GLOBAL INFORMATION GRID (GIG) POLICY, GUIDANCE, DOCTRINE Global Information Grid Architecture (Includes):

681 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES (Resources and business processes-people and funds)(functional and technical integration, analysis and planning, software engineering, methods modernization)
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (Includes management and oversight of projects and programs as well as products; e.g. Year 2000 (Y2K) software; Smart Card; Personnel Asset Carrier)

DEFENSE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE (Military's information highway - supports C4I/FTW; major components include Defense Information System Network (DISN) 611; Global Command and Control System (GCCS) 364; Defense Messaging System (DMS) 621; and Global Combat Support System (GCSS) 428; common operating environment (COE)

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)/Computers - General

ADP/Computers (Includes digitalization, data storage, data codes, data standardization, programs (software and languages); (Application of information technologies that enable battlefield systems to acquire, exchange, and employ information throughout battlespace

ADP/Computer Equipment (Hardware)/Facilities

ADP/Computer Systems/Networks (Use for Automated Information Systems (MAIS), (JSAN), (JSAP) information exchange/integration/interoperability; enterprise solutions; E-mail; SIPRNET/NIPRNET; DOD Intranet; Information systems certification/accreditation; Key Performance Parameters (KPP); Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Networks

Configuration Management (ADP/Computer Systems/Networks (identification/documentation of functional requirements and capabilities of models, simulation, databases and changes to)

Concept Interoperability Demonstrations (e.g. JWID)

Mathematical Models, Computerized Simulation, Joint Modeling Simulation Management; Joint Simulation Systems (JSIMS); Computer Assisted exercises/training (for war gaming models, see 386)

CIM (Corporate Information Management) - OSD Initiative/disestablished. Concerned with functional process improvement, migration systems, data standardization; see Global Information Grid (380)

INTERNATIONAL AND FOREIGN COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS

Information Assurance; Cyber Intrusion Action Plan; Cybersecurity; Protection of C4 type systems, information systems networks, and telecommunications; for Computer Network Attack/Computer Network Defense (CNA/CND), use 314
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691.1 Battlespace Information Dominance/Superiority/Awareness
(combining of communication/computer environment, ISR,
and IO to dominate the battlespace)
NUCLEAR POLICY AND GUIDANCE

Nuclear (General); Nuclear Mission Management Plan

Legislation Affecting Atomic/Nuclear Control and Release of Information, Category 7-10 Restrictions, Atomic Energy Act and Restricted data

Atomic Energy and Peaceful Uses (Atomic reactor and nuclear propulsion)

Nuclear and Atomic Agreements with Countries and International Organizations—Includes Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) (Nunn-Lugar legislation); Safety, Security, and Dismantlement agreements; Material control and accounting agreements; Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) agreements; Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT); Peaceful Nuclear Explosion Treaty (PNET);

Nuclear Support to Non-United States Forces

Nuclear Warfare

Theater Nuclear Forces (TNF), Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) Non-Strategic Nuclear Forces (NSNF), Nuclear Reserve Forces; Secure Resume Forces; Also for Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty (1988); Used also for Strategic Nuclear Forces

NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND SYSTEMS - Nuclear Weapons Council (NWC) (NWC oversees policy/operations) (Use 035/710 for NWC meetings and activities)

Nuclear Weapons Development, Research, Conversion, Procurement and Production (Heavy Water)

Atomic Demolition Munitions (ADM)

Nuclear Bombs (H-bomb) and Warheads; For conventional warheads, use 490

Theater Nuclear Warfare, Theater Nuclear Planning

NUCLEAR WEAPONS SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY/SURETY (Physical, personnel, custodial and release and employment procedure); protection and security Personnel Reliability Program; Joint Policy Concerning Positive Control Material and Devices

Permissive Action Links (PAL); Message Authentication System Calculator (MASC)
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Safety Rules for Nuclear Weapons Systems

Nuclear Weapons and Materials Detection; Nuclear Emergency Search Teams (NEST)

Emergency Destruction of Nuclear Weapons

STORAGE AND STOCKPILING OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND MATERIAL

Nuclear Weapons (NUWEP) Requirement, Allocations, Dispersal, Credit, Transfer, and Deployment; Nuclear Posture Review

Overflights of Nuclear Weapons (For violations of airspace, use 546)

Nuclear Materials, Fuels, Facilities

Nuclear Weapons Command and Control (C2) and Command, Control and Communications (C3); Nuclear Planning & Execution System (NPES) (Use with 030/ for Nuclear Support Staff meetings and activities); Polo Hat Operational Assessment

NUCLEAR INCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS

Radiation, Fallout and Decontamination, Waste Disposal, OSHA Radiological worker exposure regulations; Human radiation experiments

Damage and Damage Assessment (Nuclear and conventional weapons); RECA Program

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) (Nuclear-Chemical-Biological (NCB) (CB) incidents; Use 549 for terrorist attacks or 313 for chemical/biological warfare (CBW) agents and defense)

Nonproliferation; 1997 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) prohibits manufacture, stockpile, and use of; Biological Weapons Convention (BWC); Chemical Weapons Compliance

NUCLEAR TEST BAN TREATY AND OTHER NUCLEAR TREATIES

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) (1996); Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT) (1969) extended (1995); Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT); Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons (result of)

Nuclear Free Zone and Nuclear Moratorium

Nuclear Testing Plans, Programs and Training

Underground Nuclear Tests (Air samplings)
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Above Ground Nuclear Tests

Nuclear Detection and Reporting system (NUDETS)
Nuclear Detonation Detection (NUDETS) System (NDS)

Counterproliferation (prior to 2003, covered under 756)

THERMONUCLEAR

Nuclear Countries and International Atomic Energy Agencies (IAEA)

DISARMAMENT AND ARMS CONTROL POLICY AND GUIDANCE—US
(includes Nuclear Disarmament)

Disarmament and Arms Control (General) Standing Consultative Commission (SCC) issues (ACDA Chairs SCC Backstopping Committee)

International Disarmament Conferences (SALT, START, CDE, CD)

DISARMAMENT/ARMS REDUCTION TREATIES (SALT; START (I) (1992); START (2) (1996); and beyond); ABM Treaty (1972) (outgrowth of SALT); Safety, Security, and Dismantlement (SDD); (for Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, CTBT, NPT and other Nuclear Treaties 730)

Arms Control/Limits on Weapons/Dismantlement; Implementing Procedures for Agreement on Measures to Reduce Risk of Outbreak of Nuclear War Between US and Russia (FSU); Safeguards, Transparency & Irreversibility (STI) Talks

Control and Limitations on Armed Forces, Mutual Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR), Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), and Confidence Security Building Measures (CSBM) (Includes conventional weapons control); Conventional Forces Europe (CFE); Guidance for Implementation of Vienna Document

INTERNATIONAL CONTROL ORGANIZATION AND SAFEGUARDS

Observers, stations and inspections, verification, and validation, including notification of; Use also for Joint Compliance and Inspection Commission (JCIC) inspections; Special Verification Commission (SVC); UNSCOM inspections 815/761

Noncompliance

SPACE (OUTER SPACE) POLICY AND GUIDANCE
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National/Presidential/DOD Space Policies, Directives, CAPSTONE Documents
National Security Space Master Plan
National Space Policy
National Security Space Policy
DOD Space Architect

771 Space (General) Mission Objectives Concepts
772 Space Treaties and Agreements - Law/limits of Outer Space
773 Congressional Legislation/Bills, Authorizations/Appropriations; RUMSFELD COMMISSION
774 Department of Defense and Command Support for Space Projects.

SPACE PROTECTION
    Space Protection Study
    Orbital Debris
    Debris Mitigation
SPACE SURVEILLANCE
    Commercial and Foreign Entities (CFE) CFE Study
    Space Surveillance Network
    Ground-based
    Radars, Electro-optical
    Spaced-based
    Spaced-based Wide Area Surveillance (SBWAS)

SPACE CONTROL/SPACE DEFENSE
SPACE NEGATION
    Anti-satellite (ASAT)
    Directed-energy ASAT
    Kinetic energy ASAT (KE-ASAT)

ENERGY WEAPONS
    Microwaves, Particle Beams, High Energy
    Radio Frequency Weapons
    Lasers/Space-based (See also MISSILE DEFENSE)
    Mid Infrared Advanced Chemical Laser (MIRAHL)
    Airborne Laser Program
    (For Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) High/Low, use 782)

MISSILE DEFENSE
    Missile Defense Agency (previously Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO))
    Ballistic Missile Defense System
    Joint Theater Air & Missile Defense Organization (JTAMDO)
    National Missile Defense (NMD)
    Space-based Laser (See also SPACE)
    Space Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO)
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Space Defense Initiative (SDI)
Global Protection Against Limited Strikes (GPALS)
Missile Warning (see also FORCE ENHANCEMENT)
Shared Early Warning (SEW) (See also FORCE ENHANCEMENT)
Theater Missile Defense (TMD)
  AEGIS, Arrow, ERIS, MEADS, Patriot (PAC-II, III) THAAD
  Airborne Laser (See also SPACE CONTROL)

778
FORCE APPLICATION
Space-based Lasers (See also SPACE CONTROL, MISSILE
DEFENSE)

779
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
  International Space Station
  Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL)
  Space Shuttle (See also LAUNCH: RLV)

780
SPACE SUPPORT
  LAUNCH VEHICLES
  Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELV)
    ATLAS
    DELTA
    Evolved ELV (EELV)
    Titan
  Reusable Launch Vehicles (RLV)
    NASA
    X-33,34
    Space Shuttle
  LAUNCH RANGES
    Cape Canaveral/Eastern Test Range
    Kwajalein Atoll
    Vandenberg AFB/Western Test Range
    Wallops Island
  Satellite Tracking, Telemetry and Control (TT&C)
    AF Satellite Control Network
    Space Vehicles Recovery Program

781
FORCE ENHANCEMENT
  SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM)/Networks/Systems
    Advanced EHF (A-EHF)
    Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS)
    Gapfiller
    Iridium
    MILSATCOM
    MILSTAR
    UHF/UHF Follow-on (UFO)
  Environmental Monitoring
    Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
    National Oceanographic and Atmospherics Admin (NOAA)

782
MISSILE WARNING (See also MISSILE DEFENSE)
  Defense Support Program (DSP)
  Satellite Early Warning System (SEWS)
  Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) (SBIRS High/Low)
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Defense Space Reconnaissance Program (DSRP)

783 NAVIGATION
    GPS
    Galileo

784 REMOTE SENSING includes Imagery, Reconnaissance,
    Surveillance (IRS); Commercial Remote Sensing; Space
    Prevention/Shutter Control/Data Denial; Future Imagery
    Architecture (FIA); Non-administrative NIMA/NRO Matters

785 COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE (COMSAT) (Platform)

790 FOREIGN COUNTRIES’ SPACE/SATELLITE PROGRAMS AND
    CAPABILITIES
800 - 819 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL COMMANDS

800 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND COMMANDS

801 Australia, New Zealand and United States (ANZUS) Treaty Organization (individual countries listed elsewhere)

802 Canada-United States, Permanent Joint Board on Defense (PJBD); United States Section, Canada-United States Cooperation Committee (MCC); Alaska-Canada-United States (ALCANUS, Secretariat); Also Canada-United States (CANUS) Combined Defense Plan

803 North America Defense Command (NORAD and CDRNORAD) (use 041 when dual-hatted USNORTHCOM/NORAD)

804 Central Treaty Organization (CENTO)

805 US Representative to the Permanent Military Deputies Group, CENTO (USMILREPCENTO) Military

806 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO); US Mission/ US NATO, USDELMC

807 US Representative to the Military Committee, NATO (USREPMC)

808 Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) and Allied Command Europe (ACE); Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE); US National Military Representative, SHAPE (USNMR SHAPE)

809 Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT), Allied Command Atlantic (ACLANT) and US Liaison Office, SACLANT

810 Inter-American Defense Board (IADB)

811 United States Delegation, IADB

812 Organization of American States (OAS) and Organization of American Central States (OACS); Central American Common Market

813 Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) and US SEATO Military Advisor (disestablished 30 June 1977)

814 United Nations (UN) Military Armistice Commission

815 United Nations (organization) and US participation in UN activities such as: US Delegation, UN Military Staff Committee (USMSC); US Liaison Office, UN Special Commissions (UNSCOM), e.g. Baghdad Monitoring and Verification Commission, Iraq, 888, and UN Special
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Commission Bosnia 972. Note: for consistency in filing, after 1998, use country where commission is focused and 815

816 Combined Forces Command (ROK/US) (Commander/CFC); United Nations Command (Commander/UNC) dual hats for Commander, US Forces Korea (USFK) (Use 045 for USFK); Also appears under 892

817 JUSMDC (Joint US Mexican Defense Commission)

818 Allied Command, Channel (ACCHAN, Commander HAN)

819 Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Regional Forum (ARF) (Includes Brunei, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, and Philippines)
AFRICA (CONTINENT) (includes all regions and areas of Africa) (See also Middle East, Southern Asia, and Africa South of the Sahara)

Western Africa (includes Senegal, Mali, Gambia, Benin, Togo, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Mauritania, Burkina Faso, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Niger, Nigeria, Cameroon)

Angola (UN Observer Mission in Angola (MONUA))

Algeria
Botswana
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Democratic Republic of Congo (prior to 1997, Zaire, formerly Belgian Congo)
Congo (formerly French Congo)
Benin (formerly Republic of Dahomey)
Ethiopia (includes Eritrea)
Somalia (formerly French Somaliland)
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Equatorial Guinea (W. Africa)
Ivory Coast (Cote d'Ivoire)
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar (Malagasy Republic)
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania (formerly French West Africa)
Morocco
Mozambique
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Rhodesia - Zimbabwe
Namibia
Swaziland
Western Sahara
Sudan
Tanzania
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
Egypt (includes Sinai Peninsula, also Arab League)
Upper Volta
Western Samoa
Zambia
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Djibouti
Guinea
Oman
Zanzibar (island of east coast of Africa, part of Tanzania)
Guinea-Bissau
ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC (POLAR REGIONS)
ASIA (CONTINENT) (For specific regions, see South Asia, Southwest Asia and Middle East, Southern Asia, and Africa South of the Sahara)
Afghanistan
Bhutan
Borneo (includes independent nations of Malaysia, Brunei, and Indonesia)
Myanmar (formerly Burma)
Cambodia (Kampuchea, formerly Khmer Republic)
Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon)
Taiwan (formerly Nationalist China, Formosa)
People's Republic of China (PRC)
Far East (REGION) (includes Hong Kong and Macao)
India
Indonesia (includes East Timor)
Iran
Iraq (MIDDLE EAST)
Israel (includes Palestine, PLO, Golan Heights and West Bank)
Japan
Jordan
Korea South (Republic of Korea (ROK), Previously used for United Nations Command in Korea)
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Korea, North (Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK))

Kuwait

Laos

Lebanon

Malaysia (includes the independent nation Republic of Singapore (was part of Federation of Malaya prior to 1965), Sabah (also North Borneo, state of Malaysia), Sarawak (on Borneo, state of Malaysia), (formerly Federation of Malaya)

Middle East and Southwest Asia and Africa-South of the Sahara (includes Near East)

Nepal

New Guinea (includes Indonesia (has individual number) and Papua New Guinea (includes eastern New Guinea, Bougainville, and Bismarck Archipelago; formerly Territory of Papua and New Guinea))

Mongolia

Pakistan

Philippines

Ryukyu Islands (includes Okinawa, Sakishima, and Amami island groups), Also Bonin Islands, Vulcano, and Marcus Island

Saudi Arabia

SOUTH ASIA and INDIAN OCEAN REGIONS includes: India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan and Pakistan, islands in the Indian Ocean (including Seychelles, Mauritius, Maldives)

SOUTHEAST ASIA REGION: includes Myanmar, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Brunei, and East Timor

Sumatra

Syria

Thailand

Vietnam, South (Republic of Vietnam) (RVN) (after 1975, known as Socialist Republic of Vietnam) (SRV)
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Republic of Yemen (formerly Yemen Arab Republic, Aden; reunified with People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen); also Arabian Sea (Middle East)

Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan)

SOUTHWEST ASIA REGION: Includes Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Persian Gulf Region (see also Middle East and Southern Asia)

United Arab Emirates (UAE)

People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (unified with Yemen Arab Republic to form Republic of Yemen-913)

Bahrain

Qatar

Atlantic Ocean and Atlantic Region (including islands)

Australia (Commonwealth of Australia)

CENTRAL AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN REGION (including island groups-Antilles, Windwards, West Indies)

Belize (formerly British Honduras)

Costa Rica

Cuba

Dominican Republic

El Salvador

Guatemala

Haiti

Honduras

Jamaica

Nicaragua

Panama (includes Panama Canal and Canal Zone)

Trinidad and Tobago
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935 Bahamas
936 Zimbabwe

940 EUROPE (CONTINENT); Use also for the various European political and economic entities such as European Union (EU), Western European Union (WEU), Pan-European Organization, Council of Europe, European Economic Community (EEC) (Common Market), European Free Trade Association (EFTA), Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)

941 Albania
942 Austria
943 Belgium (Kingdom of Belgium) (used also for Belgium-Luxembourg (BELUX) and Belgium-Netherlands-Luxembourg (BENELUX)
944 Bulgaria
945 Cyprus
946 Czech Republic (Prior to 1992, Czechoslovakia)
946.1 Slovakia (also Slovak Republic, prior to 1992, part of Czechoslovakia)
947 Denmark (includes Greenland and Faeroe Islands)
948 East Europe (Former Soviet Bloc countries) includes Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Rumania
949 Finland
950 France and Monaco
951 Germany-Berlin
952 Germany (Formerly West Germany, reunited with East Germany in 1990)
953 Germany, East (reunified with West Germany in 1990)
954 Greece
955 Hungary
956 Iceland
957 Ireland (For Northern Ireland, use 971)
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Italy (includes Vatican City and San Marino)

Luxembourg and Liechtenstein
(For BENELUX and BELUX, use Belgium 943)

MALTA, GIBRALTAR AND MEDITERRANEAN REGION (includes Italy, Greece, Syria, Lebanon, Libya, Egypt, Israel, Turkey, Spain, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, France, Malta, and Gibraltar (individual countries have own number))

Netherlands

Norway

Poland (also Warsaw Pact Treaty Organization (dissolved 1991))

Portugal (includes Azores)

Romania (also Rumania)

Russia (Former Soviet Union, USSR dissolved 1991)

Armenia

Azerbaijan

Belarus

Estonia

Georgia

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan

Latvia

Lithuania

Moldova

Tajikistan

Turkmenistan

Ukraine

Uzbekistan

Spain and Andorra

Sweden (also Scandinavia (Denmark, Norway, Iceland, and Sweden), individual countries listed separately)

Switzerland

Turkey

United Kingdom (includes England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland)

Former Republic of Yugoslavia (use also for Bosnia)

Croatia
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Macedonia
Serbia (includes Kosovo)
Slovenia
Montenegro

ISLANDS (Worldwide which are not listed separately)

WESTERN HEMISPHERE AND LATIN AMERICA REGION (See Central America and Caribbean region, OAS, and OACS)

NEW ZEALAND (DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND)

NORTH AMERICA (CONTINENT)

Canada

Mexico; Mexico and United States Section, Joint Mexican-US Defense Commission (JMUSDC)

United States (includes Continental United States (CONUS), Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico Commonwealth, Guam, American Samoa, and Virgin Islands; Asian American/Native American Pacific Islanders)

OCEANS AND SEAS (Worldwide which are not listed separately)

PACIFIC OCEAN AND PACIFIC REGION (ASIA PACIFIC (APAC) (including nations and islands not listed elsewhere)
Individual Pacific Rim Countries listed separately

SOUTH AMERICA (CONTINENT)

Argentina
Bolivia

Brazil (includes Joint Brazil-US Defense Commission (JBUSDC) and Joint Brazil-US Military Commission (JBUSMC)

Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
French Guiana
Guyana
Paraguay
Peru
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Suriname (Formerly Dutch Guiana)

Uruguay

Venezuela

Micronesia; Includes: Nauru; Kiribati; Palau; Tuvalu; Gilbert Islands; Federated States of Micronesia (Caroline island group except Palau); Republic of the Marshall Islands (Ratak and Ralik island groups); Mariana Islands (US Commonwealth)-prior to 1986, part of TRUST TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED STATES; & FREELY ASSOCIATED STATES (FAS) (which included States of Micronesia and Republic of Marshall Islands)